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This paper was designed to investigate the application of an online inquiry-based program
to European tourism from an epistemological perspective. Fifty tourism students (n = 50)
participated in this study and their epistemological beliefs were measured with the
Epistemological Belief Scale. A set of pre-, post-, and delayed tests were utilised to assess
each participant’s learning outcomes. The results showed that online inquiry-based learning
(IBL) did change the participants’ epistemological beliefs significantly, with a large effect
size (Cohen’s d) of .83. However, correlation analyses indicated that the relationship
between an individual’s epistemological beliefs before and after the online IBL experience,
and the differences of pre- and post-tests, is rather low (γ = .287). Yet, the association
between their changed epistemological beliefs and the delayed test was higher (γ = .556).
These results suggest the possible effectiveness of online IBL in helping tourism students’
develop more sophisticated epistemological beliefs, which may not be able to help learners
comprehend the subject matter immediately but may facilitate better long-term retention.

Introduction
The development of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has changed the landscape of
higher education (HE) worldwide (Fenouillet & Kaplan, 2010; Dale & Lane, 2008; Hassanien, 2006;
Sahin, Balta, & Ercan, 2010) and has facilitated the use of virtual platforms for educational purposes
(Adiele & Nwanze, 2010) through interactivity and opportunities for collaboration (Ikpeze & Boyd, 2007).
Since the tourism industry deals with massive flows of information (Buhalis, 2000), students of tourism
programs are expected to be familiar with activities in the virtual environment (Kasli & Avcikurt, 2008;
Sigala, 2002). Many HE institutions thus use the Internet as the major delivery mechanism of educational
content or as a complementary tool in tourism programs to enhance the effectiveness of student learning
(Leung & Ivy, 2003).
However, technology cannot create meaningful learning by itself, nor can it automatically initiate
interactions (Chen & Choi, 2010; Tsai, Tsai, & Hwang, 2011a, 2011b). A Web-based or online learning
environment entails a learning process that depends greatly on the autonomy of the learner; nevertheless,
such learning has been found to easily lead students astray (Shih, Chuang, & Hwang, 2010; Van Fossen,
2004; Scarlatos, 2006; Rogers & Price, 2009; McLoughlin & Lee, 2008). Guidance and regulative
support from an instructor, along with meaningful content, are of great importance and assistance in
overcoming this problem (Manlove, Lazonder, & Jong de, 2009). Therefore, inquiry-based instruction has
been acknowledged as an appropriate way to deliver online instruction without the aforementioned
drawbacks. Easy access to information is one of the major advantages of online inquiry-based education,
although the retrieved information may be inconsistent or even contradictory. In this case, the
epistemological beliefs of an individual will be greatly associated with his/her Web-searching skills
(Hofer, 2004), particularly when they encounter inconsistent or contradictory information (Bråten,
Strømsø, & Samuelstuen, 2005; Kienhues & Bromme, 2011). Epistemological beliefs are defined as the
beliefs of an individual concerning the nature of knowledge and the conformation or acquisition of
knowledge (Chan, 2007; Tu, Shih, & Tsai, 2008; Liu & Liu, 2011; Hofer, 2001). Personal
epistemological beliefs can be associated with an individual’s learning strategies (Chan, 2003; Cakir,
2008; Tsai, 2012), which subsequently affect learning outcomes (Kizilgunes, Tekkaya, & Sungur, 2009);
these beliefs can be influenced by education (King & Kitchener, 2004) or a teacher’s pedagogy
(Brownlee & Berthelsen, 2008). Furthermore, it is considered a main task of HE to cultivate students’
critical thinking ability, which goes beyond the curriculum content (Brownlee & Berthelsen, 2008), and
their epistemological beliefs should be the ground for that kind of ability (Kuhn & Udell, 2001).
Moreover, learners’ epistemological beliefs also influence the way they construct and evaluate arguments
(Cho, Lee, & Jonassen, 2011). In other words, when they encounter masses of information online, their
epistemological beliefs will lead them toward various directions with different cognitive and
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metacognitive activities that they have manipulated (Hofer, 2004). These factors can predict the students’
academic performance (O’Siochru & Norton, 2013).
In the present study, an inquiry-based tourism program was designed to investigate the epistemological
beliefs of tourism students regarding this innovative pedagogy. The epistemological beliefs of individuals
have been considered crucial to self-regulated learning (Muis, 2007), classroom-related learning
outcomes (Chan & Sachs, 2001), and the benefits they derive from Web-based instruction (Harteis,
Gruber, & Hertramph, 2010). The epistemological beliefs of tourism students are unknown concerning
subject-matter learning acquired through inquiry-based instruction and learning. The goal of this article is
to shed light on this underexplored topic and expand our current understanding of it. Hence, two research
questions are addressed in the present study:
1. How are the beliefs of tourism students regarding the nature of knowledge and knowing the
subject matter of tourism manifested within the context of online inquiry-based pedagogy and
learning?
2. How are the epistemological beliefs of individuals associated with learning outcomes?
To achieve the objective of this paper, I would have to review pertinent literature on inquiry-based
programs and develop the theoretical framework for the application of this type of program to tourism
education, particularly within the virtual learning environment (VLE). To empirically examine the
implementation of an online inquiry-based program for tourism education, a web-based course was
designed and offered to a group of tourism-major students in Taiwan, who joined this project voluntarily.
A survey was administered and the results were analysed to yield insights into the changes in the
epistemological beliefs of the participants after they experienced the online inquiry-based program.
Further, correlation analyses on the changes of epistemological beliefs and the pre-test, post-test, and
delayed test results were also included to provide a comprehensive picture of the association of these
variables. A discussion section provides comparative information on the results of the present study and
antecedent research, after which comes the conclusion.

Online learning modalities
Rationale of the inquiry-based learning (IBL) program
Inquiry is a natural process of exploration for knowledge construction and development, which should be
guided for optimal results (Chan, Lam, Yang, Mark, & Leung, 2010). IBL programs involve learners in
exploring the contents, issues, and problems of the target area of knowledge based on research-oriented
pedagogy (Lane, 2007; Jordan, 2005). Given this attribute of IBL, the roles played by instructors in online
courses will differ from those of instructors in conventional courses; this innovativeness in pedagogy has
been acknowledged as constructivist learning (Hmelo-Silver, Duncan, & Chin, 2007; Miller & Lu, 2003).
Advocates of constructivist learning postulate that learning should be triggered when learners’ existing
knowledge is blended with new information to construct new knowledge. Therefore, learners are able to
generate new knowledge while interacting with their instructor, peers, and environment (Garcia, Pacheco,
& Garcia, 2010). This model of knowledge construction was derived from the rationale of the individual’s
social collectivity in the learning process, as proposed by Vygotsky (1978) and Liu & Matthews (2005).
Constructivist learning lays heavy emphasis on learners’ self-reflection on learning and collaboration
between peers (Peterson, 2006); such paradigms have been widely welcomed by practitioners (Gulati,
2004). As Savery and Duffy (2001) suggested, “The teacher’s role should be to challenge the learner’s
thinking—not to dictate or attempt to proceduralise that thinking” (p. 5). Further, the teacher should
contextualise the learning situation in a real-life setting while the students are engaged in exploration (Li
& Lim, 2008; Chen & Chen 2012). The pedagogical competence of the teacher in supporting IBL and
helping students fulfil inquiry tasks fosters the practice of such instruction (Lakkala, Lallimo, &
Hakkarainen, 2005). Such constructive forms of teaching and learning have also gradually transformed
the landscape of hospitality and tourism education, which warrant more studies to explore potential
discrepancies in the relevant conceptions of stakeholders (Zwaal & Otting, 2006). Epistemological beliefs
are part of said conceptions.
The results of empirical studies (Hickey, Wolfe, & Kindfeld, 2000; Lynch, Kuipers, Pyke, & Szesze,
2005; Prince & Felder, 2006; Shih, Chuang, & Hwang, 2010) affirmatively demonstrate the advantages of
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IBL toward learning effectiveness and the resultant long-lasting retention of information (Bilgin, 2009).
Further, cases reflecting the great success of web-based or collaborative-technology IBL have been
reported in academic studies (Rogers & Swan, 2004; Hakkarainen, 2003). IBL’s success may be
attributed to the iterative process, which leads learners to acquire and further enhance their metacognition
regarding subject-specific knowledge (Tan & Chan, 2008). Metacognition, as defined by Hofer (2001), is
indicated by the present study as an individual’s knowledge about knowing and his or her control over
cognitive activities. Therefore, within such iterative processes, the epistemological beliefs of an
individual are assumed to become associated with his or her engagement in rational inquiry (Valanides &
Angeli, 2005), although little is known about the role such beliefs play in the learning process (Barzilai &
Zohar, 2012).
IBL will not naturally generate promising learning outcomes; some studies have raised the possibility of
hindrances when IBL is applied. Wu and Hsieh (2006) pointed out some potential challenges that
instructors may encounter in IBL, which mainly stem from the students’ lack of interest in engaging in
the inquiry process. Oliver (2007) also indicated concern about the relevance of and interest generated by
the materials presented to students; these were considered as a factor in persuading students to engage in
the inquiry process. Regarding the administration of IBL on the Internet, Lim (2004) stressed the
importance of designing interesting contents to encourage participation in the tasks and add scaffolding to
the learners’ knowledge. These studies share the same standpoint, namely, that the most prominent
challenge to IBL is convincing students to engage in the inquiry process through interesting materials
and/or contents. If the students see the contents as relevant and interesting, they will be encouraged to try
IBL, as prior research suggests. This possibility, however, requires more empirical evidence. Further,
none of the antecedent cases specifically explored the applicability of online IBL to tourism education,
nor did they analyse this issue from an epistemological perspective. To fill the gap in academia, the
present study aims to orchestrate a pilot course to explore the unanswered research questions.
Tourism education within the virtual learning environment
An increasing number of tourism and hospitality programs are being offered online partially (i.e. webassisted courses) or exclusively (i.e. web-only courses) (Leung & Ivy, 2003). Numerous studies have
tackled the pros and cons of VLE in tourism education. For example, in a study conducted by Hassanien
(2006), the participants, who were students in a Leisure, Tourism, and Hospitality program, expressed
positive attitudes toward learning research methodology via WebQuest, an online application. On the
basis of this solid evidence, the author further argued that the primary job of a university lecturer is to
help students achieve optimal learning results through technology-based strategies.
Modern technology has been regarded as an effective means of promoting learning, particularly in
facilitating self-directed and lifelong education (Lim, 2004). Nevertheless, certain drawbacks to online
learning have been revealed; the major ones include navigational disorientation, information overload,
and distraction (Bradshaw, Bishop, Gens, Miller, & Rogers, 2002; Van Fossen, 2004). IBL seems to be
the solution to the needed guidance of a tutor, as it enables independent learning and critical-thinking
ability among learners, thereby maximising the effectiveness of online learning. The abilities to rapidly
acquire new knowledge and think analytically are major generic competencies for tourism graduates
(Munar & Montaño, 2009) that can be cultivated with the administration of IBL. What remains to be
investigated is the integration of ICT and IBL in the tourism program. The results of the present study
ought to be able to answer the relevant questions empirically.
Online inquiry-based program in tourism education
Tourism curricula tend to be criticised as being directed toward specific occupational skills (Inui, Wheeler,
& Lankford, 2006). “Questions of meaning” and a “reflective philosophical method” are necessary for
renovating tourism curricula, as Tribe (2001) advocated. The Sustainable Tourism and the Environment
Program (STEP), implemented at the University of Northern Iowa, offers training in research-oriented
skills, which include “formulating researchable questions, gathering data and analysing results” (Inui,
Wheeler, & Lankford, 2006, p. 28). Well-designed online IBL programs can be valuable venues that
trigger the use of cognitive tools among learners as well as provide procedural guidance for inquiries,
whereas a constructive learning community for solving complex problems can be established based on the
interactions (Slotta, 2002, cited in Lim, 2004). According to Lim (2004), online IBL has the following
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benefits in teaching and learning:
• Encourages participation in learning tasks
• Provides learners with extensive opportunities to collaborate
• Enhances learning with more self-directed activities
• increases the involvement of learners in the learning process
Further, tourism is an industry with weighty context-aware applications (Paganelli, Bianchi, & Melani,
2006) requiring important contextual information on culture, geography, history, and language to meet
the needs of tourists (Tan & Chan, 2008). As Cushner (2004) postulated in his book, Beyond Tourism, the
complexity of social reality can be learned best in a context that “enables learners to participate in the
social milieu of the host setting” (p. 119). Travelling and staying in the community of the target culture is
the best way to experience such learning, although cost is a crucial consideration. IBL seems to be an
alternative that can accomplish the aims and goals of the meaningful understanding of other cultures
(Minick & Bocchicchio, 2006) because it enables learners to situate learning in investigating complex
tasks. Thus, IBL facilitates deep and meaningful learning (Wu & Hsieh, 2006).
Therefore, it is logical to hypothesise that IBL is an ideal approach for learners to achieve “deep learning”
of complex topics such as tourism, especially when the activities are conducted online, where vast
amounts of information can be retrieved in little time. This is a major advantage of online IBL over IBL
undertaken in conventional settings. The process of inquiry on various websites demands the learner’s
cognitive and metacognitive awareness to retrieve useful information (Wegner, Holloway, & Garton,
1999); students usually do not activate metacognitive thinking unless they are explicitly advised to do so
through related activities (Lin, 2001). In this process, learners can successfully complete online inquiry
tasks when aided by instructional scaffolding from the teacher and can further acquire solid knowledge of
the subject matter (Li & Lim, 2008). Since online IBL has been advocated to prompt the aforementioned
advantages to learning, it is hypothesised in the present study that this pedagogy triggers deep learning
among tourism students. The present study aims to provide empirical evidence of this issue and acquire
new ideas about argument. In other words, the first research question aims to find out whether online IBL
is capable of arousing sophisticated epistemological beliefs among tourism students toward learning the
subject matter. However, the answer would be pointless if there is no association between sophisticated
epistemological beliefs and learning outcomes. Therefore, the second research question ponders the
relationship between these two variables. Previous research on how one’s epistemological beliefs
intertwine with learning outcomes or academic performance is featured in the following section.
Epistemological beliefs
Research on epistemological beliefs in the literature can be traced back to the work of Perry in the 1960s
(Zwaal & Otting, 2007). The developments and changes in the epistemological beliefs among learners
had already attracted the interest of researchers at that time (Pintrich, 2002; Bråten & Strømsø, 2006).
Epistemological beliefs, which were defined by Hofer (2004) as students’ views of learning and the
nature and construction of knowledge, have been extensively studied by researchers in web-based and
traditional face-to-face settings (Schraw & Sinatra, 2004; Valanides & Angeli, 2005; Malaki, 2009;
Conley, Pintrich, Vekiri, & Harrison, 2004; Briell, Elen, Depaepe, & Calrebout, 2010). It has been
plausibly asserted that the epistemological beliefs of learners are associated with academic performance
(Hofer, 2001; Muis, 2007; Schommer-Aikins, Duell, & Hutter, 2005; Lodewyk, 2007; Peng & Fitzgerald,
2006; Bendixen & Hartley, 2003) and critical-thinking skills (Valanides & Angeli, 2005; Chan, Ho, & Ku,
2011). The reason may be that learners with sophisticated epistemological beliefs have an intrinsic
motivation to achieve high self-efficacy in the subject matter (Rozendaal, Brabander, & Minnaert, 2001).
Learners with sophisticated epistemological beliefs tend to realise that knowledge is uncertain and
changeable; consequently, they use various learning strategies and/or cognitive processes to acquire
different types of new information (Pieschl, Stahl, & Bromme, 2008). In contrast to their counterparts
who have naïve epistemological beliefs, they have flexibility and adaptability in the learning process,
which helps them fit into contextual demands (Elby & Hammer, 2001). Therefore, teachers should pay
sufficient attention to the development of learners’ epistemological beliefs (Zwaal & Otting, 2006). The
aforementioned studies pointed out the advantages of having sophisticated epistemological beliefs toward
learning outcomes, and scholars such as Rodríguez and Cano (2006) have argued that a person’s
epistemological beliefs are not innate and thus can be changed by the education that they receive. It is
interesting to explore how tourism students’ epistemological beliefs are influenced by the innovative
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pedagogy of online IBL.
Concerning the epistemological beliefs of learners in a web-based context, Chuang and Tsai (2005), Tsai
(2008), and Tsai, Tsai, and Hwang (2011a) postulated that students and teachers tend to have more
advanced (or sophisticated) epistemological beliefs when instruction takes place online rather than in the
traditional face-to-face format. Therefore, designers and instructors of web-based courses should be
aware of the epistemological beliefs of learners before the beginning of the course (Zwaal & Otting,
2007). In light of epistemological beliefs and online IBL, the composition of web-based courses tends to
be even more complex than other modalities of web-based learning because web searching is considered a
complicated cognitive procedure (Tu et al., 2008). For example, a study conducted by Mason, Boldrin, &
Ariasi (2010) described a situation in which, when asked to retrieve information online, learners with
sophisticated epistemological beliefs would justify the authenticity of information from multiple sources,
whereas learners with naïve epistemological beliefs would rely on only one source of information.
According to Paavola, Lipponen, and Hakkarainen (2002), in addition to the knowledge of technical and
social infrastructure in implementing online IBL, epistemological infrastructure plays an important role in
the manifestation of such programs. Moreover, the results of studies conducted by Tsai, Tsai, and Hwang
(2011a) and Whitmire (2003, 2004) showed that the epistemological beliefs of individuals were related to
their online searching strategies.
However, research by Tsai (2008) explored the relationship between epistemological beliefs and
contextual factors from another perspective; he used online IBL as the instructional paradigm to teach
science to Taiwanese high school students. The results of his study stated that online IBL facilitates the
sophistication of epistemological beliefs. However, a study conducted by Harteis et al., (2010) denied the
influence of the epistemological beliefs of learners on the quality and quantity of e-learning. Additionally,
the issue of whether the epistemological beliefs of an individual are developmental or influenced by
instruction, and whether learning through ICT affects the epistemological beliefs of learners remains
debatable (Valanides & Angeli, 2005). The developmental model of epistemological beliefs proposes that
the epistemological beliefs of an individual change—following a specific pattern—as the cognitive
development of that individual evolves (Hofer, 2001). In a similar vein, Hammer & Elby (2002) argued
that epistemological beliefs are context-specific and play different roles in different disciplines. However,
none of these aforementioned studies has used the subject of tourism as the educational context for
research. It is plausible to state that the relationship between the epistemological beliefs of a learner and
online learning is still controversial; including contexts wherein online IBL is applied to tourism
education. The present study attempts to explore this underdeveloped topic in tourism education and
provides the results of the empirical examination of this controversy.

Materials and methods
Context of the present study
This study was based on a tourism course on European cultures offered to sophomores enrolled in the
Travel Management Department of National Kaohsiung University of Hospitality and Tourism, Taiwan.
The purpose of this course is to familiarise students with knowledge concerning the culture, geography,
history, and languages of major European countries; it specifically refers to relevant information that a
professional tour leader is supposed to acquire to fulfil his/her duties. In the present study, the course was
adapted into an online format for learners who wanted to review or enhance their understanding of such
subject matter. Since these students were at the elementary level of professional training in tourism and
we wanted to broaden their thinking ability rather than merely funnel their responses into preprogrammed professional modes, online IBL was designed to fit the goal of this program.
According to Shih, Chuang, and Hwang (2010), four approaches can be adopted in the inquiry-based
program: structured inquiry, guided inquiry, open inquiry, and learning cycles. For practical uses, open
inquiry and guided inquiry are the most widely applied approaches (Bilgin, 2009). As Rop (2002) pointed
out, regardless of the advantages that it contributes to academic achievement, the open inquiry approach
is more intellectually challenging to learners and also leads to more problems for the teacher conducting
the inquiry activities. Therefore, in the present study, we adopted guided inquiry as the major concept for
designing the tasks.
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The challenges facing the instructor who implements IBL have been addressed by Edelson, Gordin, and
Pea (1999) and Lim (2004). Five challenges have been identified that relate to the character of individual
learners:
1. Intensity of motivation (because the extended nature of IBL requires strong motivation from
learners to support learning).
2. Familiarity with and access to investigation techniques, such as data collection and analysis
(because these skills require certain levels of precision and care).
3. Background knowledge (because all the research-oriented tasks require learners to have a basic
understanding of the target contents to be able to accomplish meaningful investigations).
4. Ability to manage extended activities (e.g. open-ended inquiries, which are much more
complicated than conventional ones).
5. Practical constraints to creating learning context, especially because the technologies are
embedded in the course design (i.e. if learners have difficulty accessing the Internet, they may not
be able to fulfil the designed tasks).
Given the acknowledged challenges, consideration should be given to learning needs in the design of the
curriculum and technology. First, all the participants joined this program voluntarily, thus naturally
excluding learners without commitment or strong motivation from the study. Regarding the second
concern, an orientation session on the VLE was held for all participants before the commencement of the
course to ensure their familiarity with and access to the investigation technique. Each learner was
assigned a username and password that they could change after the first login. Additionally, since all the
participants had passed the prerequisite courses on European tourism, they had a certain level of
background knowledge about the contents of the new course. Further, they all had taken a research
methodology course before enrolling in this program. Last, access to the Internet was ensured to help
learners accomplish the inquiry-based tasks.
The program comprised five collective and/or individual tasks, all of which involved open-ended
questions that were designed in consultation with the teacher of the European Tourism course. Each
session for every task lasted approximately 60 minutes. The progressive inquiry model adopted for the
starting point of the process was constructed based on actual questions from the students and their
existent knowledge. The mechanisms of explanations and feedback from the teacher served as the
foundation for the scaffolding of new knowledge through ICT (Lakkala, Lallimo, & Hakkarainen, 2005;
Tan & Chan, 2008). For example, in one of the tasks, the students had to design a 12-day travel package
from Taiwan to Austria and the Czech Republic, with a budget of approximately USD 2,500. They had to
search online for the best deals in airfares and accommodation. They also needed to decide what places
their customers would visit and explain why they selected these places. The instructor was online to
answer their questions and raised questions about the trip when necessary.
To ensure the flow of the online IBL that was designed for the present study, WebQuest software was
adopted for administering the learning activities. The framework of the course design was established by
the author of this study in accordance with the designs of Chang, Chen, and Hsu (2011), which aimed to
provide students opportunities to discover and explore information for knowledge construction through
inquiry-oriented activities. Internet was the major information source and students were expected to finish
tasks with the information retrieved online.
Participants
The participants (N = 50; 32 women, 18 men) in the present study were tourism major students of
National Kaohsiung University of Tourism and Hospitality. Their ages ranged from 20 to 25 years (mean
= 22.52, SD = 1.67). To a certain extent, they represent typical tourism major students in Taiwan. All
voluntarily partook of this program in their spare time, and no remuneration was offered. Further, the
purpose of this study was explained to them and they were assured of anonymity regarding their test
performance and scale responses that measured their epistemological beliefs. Prior studies (Chan, 2003;
Chan & Elliot, 2003; Conley, Pintrich, Vekiri, & Harrison, 2004; Schommer-Aikins, 2004; Youn, 2000)
have elucidated that individual epistemological belief systems differ due to the cultural background;
therefore, it is noted that the present study emphasised the cultural specification of the epistemological
belief system, which focused on learners with a Confucian-heritage culture background.
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Measurement of epistemological beliefs
To address the research questions, an epistemological scale measuring guided IBL was selected for
administering to the participants at the end of the program. Inevitably, certain limitations have been
recognised in the use of self-report questionnaires to measure epistemological beliefs (Teo & Chai, 2011).
Thus, researchers have to exercise special caution when choosing appropriate instruments to administer
measurement. Many inventories (e.g. the Schommer Epistemological Questionnaire; the 26-item
instrument developed by Elder, 2002; interview questions by King & Kitchener, 2004; and the Epistemic
Beliefs Inventory by Schraw, Bendixen, & Dunkle, 2002) have been developed, as Duell and SchommerAikins (2001) point out in their investigation of the epistemological beliefs of individuals. Nevertheless,
questions have arisen concerning the adequacy of these measures when applied to various research
contexts. Further, Conley et al. (2004) suggested that redundancy in the measurement of epistemological
beliefs should be avoided by adopting a shorter instrument that focuses on the constructs in a
straightforward manner. Since there is no agreement on how to conceptualise epistemological beliefs and
the self-report questionnaire is still the widely accepted instrument for the survey (Deniz, 2011), the
present study adopted the Epistemological Belief Scale (EBS) constructed by Chan and Sachs (2001). The
EBS was developed based on “beliefs [among learners] that knowledge is constructed and that it is related
to thinking, understanding, and problem solving” (p. 195). This questionnaire has been widely utilised in
previous studies on learning with ICT (e.g. Tsai & Chuang, 2005; Tu et al., 2008; Tsai, 2012) because of
its satisfactory validity and reliability in being used empirically. It was further articulated that the EBS
was developed within the Asian cultural context, which prevented the occurrence of cultural bias (Tsai &
Chuang, 2005) and thus enhanced the appropriateness of applying it in the present study.
However, this scale has never been used in the field of tourism education. Despite the argument of
Schommer-Aikins, Duell, & Barker (2003) that “epistemological beliefs of college undergraduates are
moderately domain general” (p. 360), it is necessary to ensure the correspondence between the subject
matter under investigation and the domain mapped by the EBS to optimise its goodness of measuring the
proposed construct. To achieve this goal, certain modifications were made to suit the context of the
current study, which included the way question items were described and the change of subject matter
(please refer to the appendix for the revised scale). Experts in tourism education (a professor of the Travel
Management Department, a professor from the field of hospitality and tourism education, and a teacher of
tourism program from a public high school) were invited to review the content validity of the EBS
inventory being used to investigate the participants’ epistemological beliefs in learning the subject matter.
Despite the fact that detailed and holistic information on epistemological beliefs was difficult to retrieve
with an inventory of nine items, the experts concurred that with the modifications, the EBS was suitable
for measuring one aspect of the students’ epistemological beliefs: the level of sophistication. The
participants chose one of three options in responding to each question and gained one point if they
selected constructive items. Some questions contained more than one constructive answer. In the end,
each participant received a score representing the sophistication of his/her epistemological beliefs. The
scores indicated the extent of flexibility and adaptability that learning strategies will have in the cognition
process.
Measurement of learning outcome
Participants had not taken any courses on European tourism during the first year of their college
education, and their prior knowledge was expected to vary. Students’ learning outcomes were measured
by 50 multiple-choice questions, which were designed using information that the participants had
supplied during their tasks (i.e. their knowledge about the two destination countries, namely, Austria and
the Czech Republic). Here are a couple of sample questions: “On the way from Salzburg to Prague, what
is the name of the town located along the Vltava	
   River?” and “Why was Salzburg called the ‘Salt
Fortress’?” To enhance the validity of the research results, a post-questionnaire test was administered one
week after the initial test. The average score of these two tests were assigned individually for further
statistical analyses.
Data collection and analysis
Data were collected in the fall semester of the academic year 2011. The epistemological beliefs of the
participants were measured using self-report questionnaires that were administered twice (at the
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beginning and after the completion of the program). The EBS was distributed to the participants via email in October and December 2011, then a follow-up e-mail message was sent to make sure they had
received the questionnaire. They were given three days to finish the questionnaire and return it by e-mail.
Reminders were continuously sent to those who failed to turn in the questionnaire on time until their
responses were finally received.
The collected data were analysed statistically with SPSS software, version 19.0. Descriptive statistics,
such as frequencies, mean scores, standard deviation (SD), skewness, and kurtosis are presented, followed
by a paired sample t-test and correlation analysis using the participants’ EBS scores as the independent
variable and their performance on the assessment as the dependent variable. Effect size is also included to
measure the magnitude of the treatment effect (online IBL, in this study); this is beneficial in terms of
complementing the missing content, thereby providing statistical significance for further interpretations of
the results (Kotrlik & Williams, 2003; Nakagawa & Cuthill, 2007; Thompson, 2002). It has been
postulated that reporting effect size increases the practical meaningfulness and importance of a study
(Capraro & Capraro, 2002) because statistical significance tests only reflect the probability of a particular
outcome (Kirk, 2001; Olejnik & Algina, 2000). More importantly, by including effect size in the
analytical results, researchers can compare the results of different studies (Kirk, 2001; Kotrlik & Williams,
2003; Thompson, 2002). As suggested by Kotrlik and Williams (2003), Cohen’s d should be used to
calculate the effect size of the paired t-test, which is interpreted as small (d < .20), medium (d < .50), and
large (d < .80) (Cohen, 1988).

Results
How are the beliefs of tourism students regarding the nature of knowledge and knowing
the subject matter of tourism manifested within the context of online inquiry-based
pedagogy and learning?
The results of the descriptive statistics show that most tourism students in Taiwan would score 6.96 on a
scale of 9.00 for epistemological beliefs before experiencing online IBL. The higher the score an
individual got on the scale, the more sophisticated their beliefs were in learning European Tourism. After
they had undergone online IBL, their epistemological beliefs become more sophisticated (i.e. 7.86) and
universal. The data in Table 1 reflect such results empirically.
Table 1
Descriptive statistics of tourism students’ changes of epistemological beliefs
Mean
SD
Skewness
Kurtosis

Epistemological
belief 1
Epistemological
belief 2

Statistic

SE

Statistic

SE

6.96

1.32

-1.13

.337

3.06

.662

7.86

0.78

-.543

.337

.285

.662

The paired sample t-test was administered to examine the significance of the changes in epistemological
beliefs among participants before and after they had experienced online IBL. The detailed data are
presented in Table 2.
Table 2
Paired sample test of changes of epistemological beliefs
Paired
M
SD
SEM
Epistemological
Belief 1
-.9000
1.147
.1622
Epistemological
Belief 2

t

df

Sig.

-5.547

49

.000

The increased mean scores of the students (from 6.96 to 7.86) attest to the advantages of online IBL: they
had deepened their knowledge of the subject matter and their mastery of the process of acquiring it. The
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skewness and kurtosis statistics reflect the fact that the distribution of the epistemological beliefs of most
participants is close to the mean score. The result of the administration of the paired sample t-test (as
shown in Table 2) confirms that the changes in the epistemological beliefs of the students are significant
(t = -5.547, p < .001). For the effect size, Cohen’s d was .83, indicating that the treatment effect was large
(Cohen, 1988). In other words, online IBL did have a large positive effect on the sophistication of an
individual’s epistemological belief in learning European tourism. In addition, the positive kurtosis
indicates a peaked type of distribution. Therefore, it can be concluded that the epistemological beliefs of
most students were within a particular range before they experienced IBL, as the peaked distribution
changed after they were instructed through IBL.
How are the epistemological beliefs of individuals associated with learning outcomes?
To address this research question properly, two correlational analyses were applied to explore the
association between the sophistication of epistemological beliefs and learning outcomes of the
participants related to the subject matter of tourism. The first correlation explored the association of the
change in the sophistication of epistemological beliefs among individual learners and the differences in
their performance between the first and second tests. The difference in the epistemological beliefs of a
learner indicated the influence of IBL on their knowledge per se. However, differences in performance
can measure the knowledge that each participant acquired during the course of IBL.
The results of the correlation analysis of these two variables (differences between individual participant’s
two epistemological beliefs and two tests) have a positive and weak coefficient (γ = .287; p = .043).
Explicitly, the change in the epistemological beliefs of individual learners was significantly associated
with the change in their learning outcomes, which indicated that the development of sophisticated
epistemological beliefs positively influences one’s learning outcomes and vice versa, even though the
effect may not be salient.
The second correlation analysis aimed to collect in-depth data on the epistemological beliefs of
participants who had experienced IBL and reveal how such beliefs were interrelated with their learning
outcomes. In terms of the measurement of learning outcomes for this analysis, the scores of the delayed
test administered two weeks after the last interactivity of IBL were collected. The correlation coefficient
of the epistemological beliefs of participants and their performance on the delayed test showed that at
the .01 level, there was a positive yet moderate relationship between these two variables (γ = .556, p <.00).
This coefficient is slightly higher than the previous one, possibly because the scores were related to
ultimate epistemological beliefs stemming from the greater accountability of the retention of learning
outcomes. In other words, it is safe to state that tourism students with stronger epistemological beliefs are
keen on achieving better long-term learning outcomes. However, the influence of online IBL in regard to
their learning could not yet be confirmed.

Discussion
After presenting the rationale for IBL, application of ICT in tourism education, and integration of ICT
and IBL, an online IBL program for a tourism course was designed. The results of the present research
did not directly attest to the promising benefits that online IBL may bring to student learning of the
subject matter of tourism. However, online IBL is an advantageous tool, leading students to more
favourable epistemological beliefs in learning about tourism, perhaps stemming from the guidance of the
instructor in the inquiry process. As Van Fossen (2004) stated, “the process of finding quality information
from among the millions of websites available on many topics has been likened to trying to drink from a
fire hose” (p. 13). With proper guidance from the instructor, learners can have opportunities to experience
activities by engaging in inquiry practice; hence, the development of their inquiry abilities would be
promoted (Tsai, Tsai, & Hwang, 2011a; Chen & Chen, 2012). The results of the present study support an
additional benefit: an improvement in tourism students’ epistemological beliefs in acquiring knowledge
related to European tourism. This echoes the assumption that IBL may promote epistemological
development (Conley et al., 2004). However, the question whether the same positive results can be
derived without the guidance of an instructor in online IBL remains unanswered.
Familiarity with ICT is of great importance to the future success of tourism students (Kasli & Avcikurt,
2008); integrating computer or instructional technologies in pedagogy can help them acquire a working
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knowledge of computers as a by-product of constructing knowledge on the subject (Strickland, 2005). In
other words, the prevalence of using ICT for learning and instruction should not be overlooked because
the epistemological beliefs of individual learners influence the process and purpose of e-learning (Harteis,
2010). Further, when IBL is administered virtually, learners are able to explore a problem and its
background information, as well as team up and discuss ways to solve the problem without the
impediments of time and location (Chan et al., 2010). It has been hypothesised that the learning
attainments of students with regard to target content excel those of their classroom counterparts if IBL
can be implemented within the context of a cooperative learning environment (Bailey, 2008; Hofstein &
Lunetta, 2004; Bilgin, 2009), because meaningful learning can be initiated through the discussion of
concepts among students.
However, this statement did not receive strong support in the present study, which elicited a significant
yet weak association (γ = .287) between individual epistemological beliefs and performance. The major
reason for this may be the lack of backups from the teacher in implementing IBL; teachers require
external technological and pedagogical support to develop their expertise and implement IBL through
scaffolding, and this results from inquiries and the promotion of meaningful learning by students
(Veermans & Järvelä, 2004). This is particularly true when IBL is undertaken online (Krajcik,
Blumenfeld, Marx, & Soloway, 2000).
Another possible explanation is that most information on European tourism is not presented in Chinese,
which can be problematic for students whose native language is not English, given the hindrance posed
by the language barrier to the inquiry processes of students (Tapanes, Smith, & White, 2009; Olaniran,
Rodriguez, & Williams, 2011).
Even so, the relationships between the altered epistemological beliefs and performance on the delayed test
were higher (γ = .556), since students can engage in complex reasoning and knowledge-constructing tasks
to acquire knowledge. This occurs because epistemological beliefs develop or change along with the
participation of an individual in instructional or educational practices (Zwaal & Otting, 2007). Knowledge
acquired in this fashion tends to be retained longer by an individual. Future research may shed light on
this issue from the human cognition perspective. For example, the Adaptive Control of Thought–Revised
(ACT-R) theory of the cognitive information process proposed by Anderson (1996) asserts that learning
and cognitive processes are supported by declarative and procedure knowledge. ACT-R explains how
complex tasks can be accomplished through the interplay of these two types of knowledge. Being a
successful tour leader requires performing complex tasks to provide service. More studies on the
application of ACT-R to tourism education can be expected.
An increasing number of tourism training courses are being integrated with web-based technology to
accommodate the attributes of Net-Generation learners, who rely heavily on search engines such as
Google for information (Oblinger, 2008). Online IBL seems to be an ideal pedagogical technique to help
learners develop sophisticated epistemology and subsequently improve their learning outcomes.
Specifically, this study posits that online IBL may lead to a change in the epistemological beliefs of
tourism students, which was hypothesised to be critical to the formulation of deep learning. Interestingly,
yet counter-intuitively, the present research discovered that the changes in the epistemological beliefs of
learners did not strongly correlate with improvement in pre- and post-tests on knowledge concerning
European tourism. Nevertheless, the administration of a delayed test confirmed a mild association to the
epistemological beliefs of individuals after they had experienced online IBL. Such results imply that
online IBL triggers changes in epistemological beliefs, and also that appropriate support in technology
and/or pedagogy should be granted to the instructor by peers or the administration. A suitable design of
the IBL process for better learning outcomes is also suggested by the present study.
Caution is advised when interpreting the results in other contexts due to the following research limitations.
The first is the small number of participants, which limits the generalisability of the results. Further, the
results of statistical analyses may be distorted because randomisation was not applied in the selection of
the participants. A larger and more diverse sample should be used to examine the results of the present
study. The research instrument is the second limitation of the present study. The EBS developed by Chan
and Sachs (2001) consists of nine items, which may raise questions on its validity. Notwithstanding
explanations about why this instrument was adopted by the present study, future research may consider
exploiting other inventories to measure participants’ epistemological beliefs or further include qualitative
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data to triangulate the data and enhance the validity. Lastly, factors such as motivation and prior
knowledge have been proven crucial to the performance of learners (Chan & Sachs, 2001); therefore, they
should be taken into account when measuring learning outcomes.

Conclusion and implications
In this age of widespread ICT and learners of the Internet generation, whose learning styles are different
from those of previous generations, many innovative means of education are widely discussed in
academia. In the present study, a tourism training program was designed with the innovative pedagogy of
online IBL. To investigate the effects of online IBL on learning the subject of tourism, the present study
first examined the changes in epistemological beliefs among participants after they had experienced
online IBL. The results of descriptive statistics and paired t-test indicated that the changes were
significant, which was confirmed by a large effect size. These results suggest the possible effectiveness of
online IBL in helping tourism students’ develop more sophisticated epistemological beliefs.
In learning the subject of European tourism, changes in the epistemological beliefs of students had a
significant but weak coefficient when the correlation was measured with differences between the pre- and
post-tests. However, when the target of measurement was switched to the variables of the changes to
epistemological beliefs and the delayed test, the coefficient was higher and more significant. It is sound to
argue, therefore, that while online IBL may not be able to help learners comprehend the subject matter
immediately, it may facilitate better long-term retention. This situation is interesting and merits further
research.
The results of the present study have possible implications for tourism pedagogy and future research. In
terms of pedagogical implications, practitioners of tourism training programs may adopt online IBL to
help learners cultivate sophisticated epistemological beliefs that are found to be positively related to
better learning outcomes. Furthermore, teachers may become aware of learners’ level of sophisticated
epistemological beliefs and provide assistance accordingly through online IBL. The findings of the
present study also have theoretical implications for fellow scholars. The examination of the relationship
between the epistemological beliefs and learning strategies of tourism students within the online learning
context is still in its infancy. More research should be conducted to yield greater insights that will enrich
the body of knowledge pertaining to this area.
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